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Social Media Time Management
By being strategic in your use of social media, you can use
social media without becoming consumed.
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When you’re in direct selling, you have a

lot to do. You have parties to book and

plan, leads to follow up on, opportunity

interviews to do, orders to enter... the list

goes on. When you consider adding

social media to the mix, it can feel

overwhelming. After all, you’re already

filling every hour of the day. How do you

take advantage of all the benefits of

social media marketing without allowing

it to take over your life?

Here are some tips to make it easier.

Start with a strategic plan.

Before you begin blogging,
tweeting on Twitter, or meeting
people on Facebook, make a
marketing plan for your business.

What are your goals? Who are you trying to reach? Why? What

problems can you solve? By being specific and strategic about what you

hope to accomplish, you’ll make sure all your social media efforts will

bring you the maximum return on your investment.

Do an honest assessment of the time resources you can invest.

For every tool you consider using, figure out how long it will take you to

set up the profile, find friends, and maintain relationships. Then weigh

that against the total time you have to invest. That will help you make

good decisions about which tools will BEST help you reach your goals.
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You don’t have to use everything, and if you use fewer tools and develop

quality relationships with them, you’ll have a better chance of success.

Start slowly and build relationships.

Don’t try to get a million friends and followers overnight. You’ll quickly

become overwhelmed, and you won’t develop the quality relationships

that lead to more business. Instead, start conversations with 3-5 new

people each day, and really engage. Get to know people, ask and answer

questions, and be a participant.

Don’t begin pitching your
business. Instead, become
someone worth knowing.

Set a timer.

Plan the time you’ll invest each day (you should be engaging with your

social networking tools daily if you want the maximum benefits), schedule

it in your planner, and then set a timer so you don’t get off track. You

might want to schedule smaller chunks of time at multiple times per day,

rather than investing all your time in one shot. By keeping yourself to a

schedule, you’ll still be able to focus on the other core business activities

that lead to success in direct sales.

By being strategic in your use of social media, you can use social media

without becoming consumed. And that will help you leverage the power of

social media marketing while taking advantage of all the benefits your

core business activities will also bring.

How are you managing your social media time?

Cheers!

Jennifer Fong

Learn More at Jennifer’s Blog - http://www.jenfongspeaks.com/ 
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Jennifer Fong is a speaker, consultant, and trainer, who teaches direct

selling companies and individual direct sellers how to use social media

effectively as a business building tool. A former direct sales company

CEO, Jennifer built her company from the ground up, and understands

what it takes to build, lead, and train a team, as well as the 3 major

principles of any direct sales party plan business: book, sell, and recruit.

A champion of social networking and social media marketing in the direct

sales industry, Jennifer is passionate about teaching direct sellers how to

use social media tools to enhance their businesses, while remaining true

to the basics of a party plan business. 

She provides consulting services to direct sales companies, helping them

skip the learning curve and achieve immediate success through a

comprehensive social media strategy. 

She also coaches and trains individual direct sellers, and other business

owners, on how to put the principles of social media to work in a

profitable way, maximizing the return on their social media investment. 
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